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Following a brief review of Fick’s laws and the theory of diffusion in a homogeneous medium, we consider the application of the Fickian model to diffusion in nanoporous materials. If the pore system is statistically uniform the simple Fickian model is directly applicable. Inhomogeneities such as surface or internal barriers require some adjustments to the model but Fick’s equations still provide a valid approach. Hierarchical pore systems present a more serious challenge. When there is rapid exchange between the different regions such systems conform to the simple Fickian model, with a diffusivity corresponding to the mean of the diffusivities in the different regions. In contrast, when the condition of rapid exchange is not fulfilled the simple Fickian model is not applicable and the situation becomes more complicated. Simple hierarchical pore structures such as the micropore/macropore system typically found in commercial adsorbents and catalysts can still be described by a dual resistance Fickian model but for more complex hierarchical pore structures Monte Carlo or MD simulations offer the only realistic approach. The measurement of self-diffusion by PFG NMR and by microimaging (notably by interference microscopy) is also reviewed and selected examples are presented to show the detailed information that can be extracted from such measurements, especially when accompanied by molecular simulations. Examples highlighting the relevance of a detailed knowledge of the various steps of mass transfer for a transport-optimized technological application of nanoporous materials, notably for molecular separations and mass conversions, are provided.

1 Introduction

As a consequence of the thermal energy, atoms and molecules are subject to perpetual random motion. This motion leads to molecular migration (diffusion) which occurs, at very different rates, in all states of matter, and is a prerequisite for life as well as the key to many production technologies. This is particularly true for nanoporous materials and their many applications for upgrading of matter by adsorption, molecular separation and catalytic conversion. The overall process is easily understood to be a function of mass transfer so the output of value-added products can never be faster than allowed by the intrinsic rates of mass transfer. In many cases the practical and economic feasibility of a process depends on the values of the diffusivities, particularly on the differences in diffusivity between the components involved. In addition to its relevance for fundamental research, especially for a better understanding of system dynamics, mass transfer in nanoporous materials has thus acquired considerable technological importance.

The role of mass transfer in the technological exploitation of nanoporous materials was recognized from the very beginning of their application to matter upgrading with the pioneering studies by Jüttner,1 Damköhler2 and Thiele.3 It was, however, only during the past few decades that guest diffusion in nanoporous host materials became accessible to study by direct experimental observation. Direct measurement of diffusion over length scales typically of micro-meters was enabled by the development of several microscopic measuring techniques which allow transient concentration profiles or molecular diffusion paths to be followed at this scale. Under properly selected conditions (the time scale of the measurement) the vast majority of the molecules under study will remain within the material under study, without being subjected to any disturbing influence from the boundaries of the individual crystals/particles or their surroundings. These new measurement options have contributed greatly to the recent paradigm shift in our understanding of mass transfer in nanoporous materials.4,5

Our contribution starts, in Section 2, with a review of the conditions under which mass transfer can be adequately described by Fick’s laws of diffusion. Under such conditions, all the information on mass transfer that is relevant for the overall process is contained in a coefficient of diffusion (or “diffusivity”),
a well-defined quantity defined in accordance with Fick’s first law. A detailed description of the limitations of such a (comparatively simple) approach follows in Section 3. It is shown that more complex approaches are needed for some systems such as those with additional transport barriers or for hierarchical pore structures. Section 4 provides an introduction to the options and pitfalls of experimental measurements while Section 5 provides some examples showing the advantage to be gained from the combination of experimental measurements with theoretical modeling. Section 6 highlights two representative examples illustrating the link between fundamental research and practical applications. The concluding perspective summarizes the main insights achieved from past studies of nanoporous host–guest systems and reflects on some of the challenges for the future.

2. Mass transfer following Fick’s laws

2.1 Theory of Fick’s diffusion

In the presence of a gradient of molecular concentration, a molecular random walk may be easily understood to give rise to a flux in the direction of decreasing concentration: there are, obviously, more molecules moving from the region of high concentration towards lower concentration than in the reverse direction. Continuing this consideration and neglecting any effects of non-linearity, the number of molecules moving towards the lower concentration is seen to increase in direct proportion with the concentration gradient. This and nothing more than this is expressed by Fick’s 1st law of diffusion:

\[ j = -D \frac{\partial c}{\partial x} \] (1)

which correlates the molecular flux \( j \) with the gradient of concentration \( c \). The factor of proportionality \( D \) is referred to as the coefficient of diffusion (or the diffusivity). Combination with the law of matter conservation (the “continuity equation”)

\[ \frac{\partial c}{\partial t} = -\frac{\partial j}{\partial x} \] (2)

yields Fick’s 2nd law:

\[ \frac{\partial c}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( D \frac{\partial c}{\partial x} \right) = D \frac{\partial^2 c}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial D}{\partial c} \left( \frac{\partial c}{\partial x} \right)^2. \] (3)

The second equality explicitly accounts for the fact that the diffusivity generally depends on concentration. Only for negligible concentration dependence does eqn (3) reduce to the familiar form of Fick’s 2nd law:

\[ \frac{\partial c}{\partial t} = D \frac{\partial^2 c}{\partial x^2}. \] (4)

Eqn (4) is obviously also applicable to labelled molecules within an entity of unlabelled molecules of identical properties, for constant overall concentration of total (labelled plus unlabelled) molecules, since the diffusivity of the labelled (and unlabelled) molecules is a function of the overall concentration and not of how many molecules have been labelled. Typically isotopes of the species under consideration are used as labelled molecules (“tracers”). The diffusivity under such conditions is referred to as the self- or tracer diffusivity while, for distinction, the diffusivities observed with an overall concentration gradient (\( D_1 \)) are referred to as transport diffusivities (or, completely equivalently, collective, chemical or center-of-mass diffusivities).

Let us consider the evolution of molecular concentration in the particular case when, at the beginning of the experiment \( (t=0) \), all molecules are located at essentially one position \( (x=0) \). This is exactly the situation specified in diffusion measurement
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by NMR (see Section 4.3) with "labelled" molecules. Then, as a solution of eqn (4), we have:

$$\frac{c}{M} = \frac{e^{-x^2/4Dt}}{\sqrt{4\pi Dt}} = P(x, t)$$

(5)

where

$$M = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} c\, dx$$

(6)

stands for the total amount of molecules considered. With the second equality appearing in eqn (5), we indicate that this relation is, simultaneously, the probability (density) that, during time $t$, a molecule has been shifted over a distance $x$. The mean square displacement results as:

$$\langle x^2 (t) \rangle \equiv \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} x^2 P(x, t)\, dx = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} x^2 e^{-x^2/4Dt}/\sqrt{4\pi Dt}\, dx = 2Dt$$

(7)

and is seen to scale with the observation time $t$. We recognize the diffusivity (or, more specifically, the self- or tracer diffusivity) as a factor of proportionality. Thus, in addition (and completely equivalently) to Fick’s 1st law, eqn (1), the self-diffusivity can also be defined (and determined) via the mean square displacement. Albert Einstein presented this relation in his *Annu. *mirabilis* 1905, so that eqn (7) is generally referred to as Einstein’s diffusion equation.

As a primary prerequisite for their validity, Fick’s laws have to deal with meaningful quantities. This means that fluxes and concentrations must be defined with respect to unit areas and unit volumes which are sufficiently large in comparison with concentrations. This means that fluxes and concentrations must be defined with respect to unit areas and unit volumes which are sufficiently large in comparison with concentrations. This means that fluxes and concentrations be expected to be homogeneous functions of both diffusion and reaction on the spatial-temporal dependence.

$$D = p_{\text{mobile}} D_{\text{mobile}}$$

(9)

with $p_{\text{mobile}}$ and $D_{\text{mobile}}$ denoting the relative fraction and the diffusivity of the molecules in the mobile state. With $p_{\text{mobile}}$ estimated from the adsorption isotherm and by approximating $D_{\text{mobile}}$ with the fluid-phase diffusivity (subject to pore space tortuosity) eqn (9) has repeatedly been found to serve as an excellent model for overall mass transfer in nanoporous materials. Variants of eqn (8) include mass transfer through beds/compacts of nanoporous material (“long-range” diffusion), hierarchical pore spaces and mesopore multi-layer diffusion.

Fick’s laws in the form of eqn (1), (3) and (4) remain applicable also to nanoporous materials of anisotropic pore structure if mass transfer in one of the principal directions of the diffusion tensor is considered and these directions coincide with the crystallographic axes (e.g. for orthorhombic symmetry). Quite generally, Fick’s 1st law must now be written in the form

$$j_i = -D_{ij} \text{ grad} c,$$

(10)

with the diffusion coefficient $D$ appearing in eqn (1), (3) and (4) now being replaced by the diffusion tensor $\tilde{D}$.

Diffusive fluxes under multicomponent adsorption must, in general, be assumed to be affected by the concentration gradients of all components leading to a generalization of Fick’s first law in the form

$$j_i = -\sum_j D_{ij} \frac{\partial c_j}{\partial x}.$$

(11)

Now the diffusion coefficient must be replaced by a diffusion matrix. Its elements $D_{ij}$ determine the contribution of the concentration gradient of component $j$ to the flux of component $i$. Interdependence between fluxes and concentration gradients of different components may be rationalized as a consequence of the guest-guest interaction. This is discussed in greater detail in Sections 2.2 and 5.
of the concentration $c_i$ of the involved components may be described by:

$$\frac{\partial c_i}{\partial t} = \sum_j D_{ij} \frac{\partial^2 c_i}{\partial x_j^2} + f_i(c_1 \ldots c_n). \quad (12)$$

with $f_i(c_1 \ldots c_n)$ serving as a short-hand notation for the reaction-induced variation in the concentration of component $i$. In the simplest case $f_i = -k_i c_i + \sum_k k_i c_j$, yielding the well-known expression for diffusion with first order reaction. For simplicity, the elements of the diffusion tensor are generally assumed to be independent of concentration (as implied already by eqn (4)). We shall return to this in Section 4.2. Where, with $D_{ij} = D_{0ij}$ and $f_i(c_1 \ldots c_n) = -k_i c_i$, eqn (12) is shown to nicely reproduce the evolution of the concentration profiles during hydrogenation of benzene to cyclohexane as recorded by IR microimaging.

In summary, provided that diffusion is the dominant mechanism and molecular exchange between different regions is sufficiently rapid, even for systems that include many different regimes of molecular propagation, mass transfer in nanoporous materials is fully described by Fick’s laws (eqn (1), (3) and (4)) and their extensions to anisotropic materials and multicomponent adsorption (eqn (10) and (11)). In such cases, via eqn (8), overall diffusivities can often be referred to more fundamental parameters such as the diffusivities in the different fluid phases, the tortuosity of the pore spaces and the relative occupation numbers. As a consequence, it became popular to refer to these quantities as “effective” diffusivities, even though they fit perfectly with Fick’s laws and are therefore genuine diffusivities according to the formal definition. Referring to a diffusivity as an “effective diffusivity”, however, carries the risk that this quantity may be understood as being something other than a true diffusivity. Even more confusing is the use of the term “effective diffusivity” to refer to transport parameters which do not conform to Fick’s laws and which are therefore not diffusivities in any strict sense. Furthermore, transport in small pore systems in which the pore diameter is only slightly larger than the diameter of the guest molecule conforms to Fick’s laws but the diffusivities are not directly related to fluid (or solid) phase diffusivities and therefore cannot properly be described as “effective diffusivities”. The logical solution is to refer to diffusion parameters derived from Fick’s laws as simply “diffusivities”. Such a convention would, as a matter of course, not exclude further specifications within the given context, such as reference to the diffusivities of liquids as a fundamental quantity of their properties.

### 2.2 Concentration dependence of diffusivity

Despite some debate in the literature in the early 1970s (see, e.g., ref. 26), the fundamental role of the gradient of chemical potential for diffusive transport is beyond any doubt. This inter-relation follows directly from irreversible thermodynamics (see, e.g., ref. 27 or chapter 3 in ref. 5) and suggests that, in many cases, considering the gradient of chemical potential rather than the concentration gradient as the driving force for diffusion provides a simpler representation. In this way, the Fickian transport diffusivity ($D_t$) defined by eqn (1) results as the product of an intrinsic mobility ($D_0$), also referred to as the “corrected diffusivity”, and a factor $(\text{d} \ln p/\text{d} \ln c)$ which takes account of the non-linearity of the relationship between activity and concentration, as defined by the equilibrium isotherm:

$$D_t = D_0 \frac{\text{d} \ln p}{\text{d} \ln c}. \quad (13)$$

In many cases, fractional loading $\theta = c/c_{\text{max}}$ of nanoporous materials follows a Langmuir-type relation

$$\theta = \frac{Kp}{1 + Kp} \quad (14)$$

with $c_{\text{max}}$ denoting the maximum loading and $Kc_{\text{max}}$ referred to as the Henry constant. In this case, eqn (13) simplifies to

$$D_t = D_0 \frac{\text{d} \ln p}{\text{d} \ln c} \quad (15)$$

The effect of non-linearity is thus seen to become progressively more significant with increasing loading. $D_t$ can be expected to remain constant only at low loadings, i.e. in the Henry’s law region, while it increases dramatically with loading, especially as saturation is approached ($\theta \to 1.0$).

In principle $D_0$ is also a function of loading, so quite complex patterns of behavior are possible. They appear in the various types of concentration dependences of the self-diffusivities$^{28,29}$ which may vary over as much as two orders of magnitude. However, it has been found experimentally that, for small pore systems, especially when the pore system consists of cages interconnected through small (typically 8-ring) windows, the concentration dependence of $D_t$ is generally stronger than that of $D_0$.

Transition state theory provides a simple explanation for this pattern of behavior. For such systems the passage of molecules through the windows is an “infrequent event” (see, e.g., chapter 9 in ref. 5) and the “corrected” and self-diffusivities ($D_0$ and $D_t$) are found to be essentially the same, with the ratio of transport to self-diffusivity given by the thermodynamic correction factor

$$\frac{\text{d} \ln p}{\text{d} \ln c}.$$

The advent of IRM offered the opportunity to determine, with the same device, both transport diffusivities (by following molecular uptake or release) and self-diffusivities (by following tracer exchange) thus ensuring that the respective data sets are indeed directly comparable with each other. Results of such measurements are discussed in Section 5.

### 2.3 Maxwell–Stefan formulation

Although eqn (11) provides a formally correct expression for transport in a multi-component adsorbed phase it is of limited practical value as long as it is not associated with clear instructions how the elements $D_{ij}$ in the diffusion matrix can be determined. With the experimental data of two-component uptake by DDR-type zeolites and their prediction from two-component adsorption, Section 5.2 provides such an example. As a common source of this access, one may refer to the mechanistic theory of diffusive transport developed only a few years after Fick’s seminal
The basic expression for the Stefan–Maxwell equations applied to diffusion in a nanoporous structure is:

\[ \frac{-q_i}{RT} \nabla p_i = \sum_{j=1, j \neq i}^{n} \frac{\theta_{ji} - \theta_{jj}}{D_{ji}} \frac{j_{ij}}{D_{0j}} + \frac{j_{ij}}{D_{0j}} \]  

(16)

where the subscripts \( i \) and \( j \) refer to the molecular species considered and the co-adsorbed components, respectively. It is evident that eqn (16) contains two different diffusivities; \( D_{0j} \) represent the hindrance due to interaction with the pore walls while \( D_{ij} \) represents the interaction between the different diffusing molecules. If \( D_{ij} \rightarrow \infty \), eqn (16) reverts to the multi-component generalization of eqn (13). In addition to the advantage of providing a useful thermodynamic model the Maxwell–Stefan model also offers a valuable approach to the problem of predicting multi-component transport from single component data. When the cross coefficients are significant they can be estimated approximately from the corrected single component diffusivities using the Vignes correlation \(^{35}\) which correlates \( D_{ij} \) as a measure of interaction between unlike molecules with the corresponding expressions \( (D_{ii}, D_{jj}) \) for similar molecules. \(^{36}\)

If we consider tracer diffusion according to the Maxwell–Stefan model we obtain a useful general relationship between the self- and corrected diffusivities:\(^{37}\)

\[ 1/D = 1/D_0 + \theta/\Theta D_{ij} \]  

(17)

where, as in eqn (14) and (15), \( \Theta \) represents the fractional loading. Since eqn (17) refers to only a particular molecular species, the specifying subscript \( i \) of the self- and corrected diffusivities has been omitted. It is evident that at low loadings \( D \approx D_0 \) but these coefficients can be expected to deviate from each other at higher loading with \( D < D_0 \).

### 3. More complex pore structures

In our discussions so far, pore space has been considered to be homogeneous, with either strict regularity as in a crystalline or other ordered structure (at least in a statistical sense). Moreover, mass transfer was considered to be exclusively controlled by diffusion in accordance with Fick's laws (eqn (1), (3) and (4)) or their extensions (eqn (10)–(12)). We now relax this second assumption. In a first subsection we take account of the fact that, in addition to the diffusional resistance of the genuine pore system, mass transfer may also be controlled by “barriers” which may be either distributed within the bulk phase of the nanoporous particles or on their external surface. We then consider a couple of systems which one may have in mind as models if the conditions leading to the fast-exchange relation, eqn (8) are not fulfilled.

#### 3.1 Transport barriers

Transport resistances (“barriers”) acting in addition to the diffusional resistance of the pore space are generally introduced in terms of a (surface or barrier) permeability \( z \) by the relation\(^{13}\)

\[ j = z \Delta c \]  

(18)

for the flux \( j \) through the barrier. \( \Delta c \) stands for the difference in concentration over the barrier or – for surface barriers – between the actual boundary concentration and the concentration in equilibrium with the surroundings. Infinitely large values of \( z \) are seen to lead to the conditions of diffusion limitation, with \( \Delta c = 0 \), since only in this case – as a premise for a physically meaningful situation – molecular fluxes may remain finite.

In the simple case of equally spaced transport resistances (spacing \( l \) assumed small in comparison with the particle length \( L \) and of equal permeability \( z \), perpendicular to the \( x \) direction, eqn (1), (3) and (4) are easily shown to hold also in this case, with a diffusivity given by the reciprocal addition rule:

\[ \frac{1}{D} = \frac{1}{D_{\text{micro}}} + \frac{1}{z l} \]  

(19)

where \( D_{\text{micro}} \) stands for the diffusivity in the genuine (micro-) pore space.

It is important to note that, with the definition of the surface permeability \( z \) by eqn (18), exactly this equation, in combination with Fick’s 1st law, eqn (1), assumes the function of the boundary condition for solving Fick’s 2nd law, eqn (3) or (4), in place of the condition \( \text{equilibrium} = \text{equilibrium} \), which applies for complete diffusion control.

In analogy with the considerations about the unit volumes and unit areas required for a meaningful definition of Fick’s 1st and 2nd laws, the surface barrier must also be – at least in a statistical sense – homogeneous over the external surface of the particle under consideration. The thickness of the surface layer must be sufficiently small in comparison with the extension \( L \) of the particle, but may notably exceed the individual pore size. It follows directly from eqn (18) that the (intraparticle) guest concentration “close” to the boundary may assume values that differ significantly from the equilibrium concentration (to which it would be equal in the absence of surface resistance). We shall return to this point by looking at the evolution of intracrystalline concentration profiles in Section 4.2, where the shape of the concentration profiles is shown to depend dramatically on the relationship between surface permeation and intracrystalline diffusion.

With eqn (18), the surface permeability is seen to operate with the same magnitude in either direction, i.e. for molecular uptake and release. Within the framework of Fick’s laws and with the boundary conditions as classified in the literature for this type of equation\(^{13,38}\) the surface resistance is thus seen to operate completely symmetrically in either direction. This finding is in complete agreement with the requirement of equilibrium which would be disturbed by any imbalance between uptake and release – to which we shall refer in greater detail in...
Section 4.2 when comparing transient uptake and release as a function of the pressure steps. However, this symmetry applies only for linear (constant diffusivity) systems. The literature is replete with both experimental and modeling studies claiming asymmetry between adsorption and desorption – see for example ref. 39 and 40. It remains to be seen whether such observations truly represent the micro-dynamics or whether they can be accounted for by non-linearities.

Assessment of the relative importance of intracrystalline diffusion or surface barriers on overall mass transfer may conveniently be based on the respective values of the first statistical moment, $m_1$ defined by the relation

$$m_1 \equiv \int_0^\infty \left( 1 - \frac{m(t)}{m(\infty)} \right) dt$$

with $m(t)$ denoting the amount of guest molecules adsorbed or desorbed during time $t$. The same expression applies to tracer exchange (with $m(t)$ then referring exclusively to the labelled molecules). Assuming an exponential dependence

$$m(t)/m(\infty) = 1 - \exp(-t/\tau),$$

the time constant $\tau$ appearing in the exponent is immediately seen to coincide with the first statistical moment $m_1$. With the respective time constants of uptake and release may thus be found to be $5, 42$

$$m_{1,\text{Bar}} = \frac{R}{3\tau}$$

for limitation by surface barriers and

$$m_{1,\text{Diff}} = \frac{R^3}{15D}$$

for diffusion-controlled uptake and release where, for simplicity, the host particle is assumed to be of spherical shape with radius $R$. Eqn (21) and (22) remain reasonable estimates for any particle shape, with the equivalent radius defined by:

$$R = \frac{3V}{A}$$

the radius of a sphere with the same surface-to-volume ratio ($A/V$) as the particle under study.

For the two transport resistances acting in parallel, the overall time constant of uptake and release simply results as the sum of the two terms. $5, 42$ As a consequence of the different dependencies on the particle size, the relative importance of the diffusional resistance ($\propto R^2$) in comparison with the surface resistance ($\propto R$) is seen to increase with increasing particle size, while – vice versa – the importance of surface resistance increases with decreasing particle size. A recent example of this interdependence has been provided by Teixeira et al. $40$ who used the ZLC technique to study the kinetics of sorption of cyclohexane in zeolite MFI.

3.2 Finite exchange rates: diffusion in hierarchical pore systems

Overall mass transfer in heterogenous systems has been found to be well described by Fick's laws (with diffusivities as predicted by eqn (8) and (9)) provided that the mean exchange times between different states of mobility are sufficiently small in comparison with both the overall time scale of the experiment and the mean life time of the molecules in the individual unit volumes implicit in the definition of the concentrations. Deviations from this requirement may give rise to quite different patterns of overall mass transfer, depending on the given situation. Examples include the diffusion-immobilization (or diffusion-reaction) model which allows for an unrestricted variation of the immobilization (reaction) time.$43$ Isotopic cation exchange in zeolite X$44$ and the uptake of pyronin B in MOF-5$44$ have been observed to nicely follow such patterns. In both cases, the “guests” under consideration undergo intimate interactions with the host scaffold.

Most commercial catalysts and adsorbents consist of small microporous micro-particles often aggregated, for example, with the aid of a clay binder to form a macroporous pellet (typically of 0.5–3 mm diameter for fixed beds). Such materials have a relatively simple and well defined hierarchical pore structure in which the transport behavior can be modeled by representing the system as two coupled diffusional resistances.$45–47$ It would be relatively straightforward to extend such models to incorporate a transport barrier at the surface of the micro-particles but, as far as we know, this has not actually been done. In more complex hierarchical pore systems involving structured networks of “transport” pores introduced into a micro/mesoporous bulk phase, designed to accelerate the contact of the molecules in the surrounding fluid with the pore space$26, 48–53$ modeling transport beyond the regime of rapid exchange is a more challenging task.

The scheme shown in Fig. 1 provides an introduction to the complexity of the transport phenomena occurring under such conditions. This scheme has been used in ref. 12 to explore the influences of the different parameters inherent to such a system on overall mass transfer rates. A purely microporous body (top right) is assumed to be percolated by a network of mutually intersecting equidistant channels (outermost right), with a cross section through a plane with intersecting channels shown top left. For visual convenience only $5 \times 5 \times 5$ channels are shown, rather than the actual $18 \times 18 \times 18$ ones considered in the simulations (Fig. 2). The simulations in ref. 12 were performed using the model illustrated in Fig. 1, i.e. by considering a network of equidistant points of separation $l$ (bottom left), but with notably higher occupation probability and lower jump rates (1/τ) in the range of micropores (shaded part) than in the mesopores – corresponding with the potential landscape shown bottom right.

With the relation

$$D = \frac{L^2}{6\tau}$$

for uncorrelated jumps$5$ in three dimensions, the diffusivities in the micro- and mesopores are thus seen to obey the relation

$$D_{\text{meso}} \gg D_{\text{micro}}.$$
With the chosen occupation probabilities of the lattice sites it holds further that

\[ p_{\text{meso}} \ll p_{\text{micro}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (26)

The model system shown in Fig. 1 is thus seen to reflect all important features of a hierarchically organized pore system with interpenetrating networks of micro- and mesopores. Our further discussion makes use of two time constants, defined on the basis of eqn (22),

\[ \tau_{\text{cryst}} \equiv \frac{m_{\text{Diff}}}{15(p_{\text{meso}}D_{\text{meso}} + p_{\text{micro}}D_{\text{micro}})} \]  \hspace{1cm} (27)

and

\[ \tau_{\text{micro}} \equiv \frac{m_{\text{Diff}}}{15D_{\text{micro}}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (28)

Eqn (27) is easily recognized as the time constant for uptake and release in the fast-exchange limit with a diffusivity given by the fast-exchange relation, eqn (8), and the (effective) particle radius as given by eqn (23).

Eqn (28) provides an estimate of the time constant in the opposite limiting case of slow exchange. In this case, mass transfer through the mesopores is sufficiently fast so that the boundary condition for molecular uptake by the micropores is fulfilled, essentially instantaneously, all over the internal surface of the mesopores. Correspondingly, the parameter \( R_{\text{micro}} \) in eqn (28) appears as a measure of the extension of the purely microporous space between two “adjacent” mesopores. Using again eqn (23) as a first-order estimate, one may note

\[ R_{\text{micro}} = \frac{3(V_{\text{cryst}} - V_{\text{meso}})}{A_{\text{meso}}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (29)

with \( A_{\text{meso}} \) denoting the total area of the interface between the micro- and mesopores (coinciding with the surface of the mesopores). \( V_{\text{cryst}} - V_{\text{meso}} \) represents the volume of the purely microporous space of the particle (of total volume \( V_{\text{cryst}} \)).

Fig. 2 illustrates the dramatic differences in the uptake patterns which may be observed with such systems. Both representations show the density of the guest molecules during uptake at two instants of time, characterized by the condition that the average guest concentration has attained 20% (center) and 70% (right) of the final (equilibrium) state. The difference between the two cases considered (fast exchange with \( \tau_{\text{micro}}/\tau_{\text{cryst}} = 0.04 \) top; slow exchange with \( \tau_{\text{micro}}/\tau_{\text{cryst}} = 50.24 \) bottom) appears particularly distinctive with the representations on the right. They show the respective density profiles evaluated from a cylinder-shaped cut with a radius of 15 lattice nodes through the particle center. Following the features predicted already in Section 2 from the simple Fickian model, molecular uptake under fast-exchange conditions (top) is seen to proceed with the propagation of a diffusion front from the external particle surface into its interior. In the bottom figure however, under slow-exchange conditions, uptake into the micropores is seen to occur...
essentially simultaneously all over the particle, starting from the surface of the mesopore space.

With variation of the guest molecule under consideration, for the same host systems, micro- and mesopore diffusivities and the respective populations may assume quite different values. Consequently, the characteristic time constants defined by eqn (27) and (28), and their ratio may also assume quite different values – leading to different patterns of overall mass transfer behavior. These relations would be additionally complicated by the influence of surface barriers – both on the external surface and on the interface between the meso- and micropores. Following the considerations at the end of the preceding Section 3.1, the (desired) reduction of $R_{\text{micro}}$ in comparison with $R_{\text{cryst}}$ tends to enhance the relevance of the latter type of surface barriers. The increased complexity of the influences possibly affecting overall mass transfer in hierarchical pore systems increases the challenges of their experimental measurement – which are in any case severe enough for even such apparently simple systems as genuine microporous materials. We return to this issue in Section 4.

The complexity of the phenomena contributing to mass transfer in hierarchical pore systems complicates their theoretical treatment beyond the simple framework provided by Fick’s laws. In such cases, effective medium approaches have proved to be a useful alternative towards an analytical description of mass transfer.54 More direct correlations between system properties and mass transfer may be established via dynamic Monte Carlo simulations (see, e.g. ref. 12 and Fig. 1 and 2) and molecular dynamics simulations.55 allowing, e.g., the straightforward inclusion of the effect of strong adsorption sites on overall diffusion.56 Challenges for future research include developing reliable predictions for the conditions of mass transfer in nanoporous particles under technical use. The development of strategies towards structure optimization for mitigating their deactivation and transport inhibition becomes, in this context, an important task for future material-related research.52,57

4. Diffusion measurement: options and pitfalls

It has been shown in Section 2 that diffusivities may be defined in three different but equivalent ways: via Fick’s 1st law (eqn (1), (10) and (11)) as a factor of proportionality between diffusive fluxes and concentration gradients; via eqn (3) and (4) as the factor proportionality between temporal and second-order spatial derivatives of the concentration; or, through the Einstein equation (eqn (7)), from the mean square displacement in a known interval of time. Each of these definitions leads to alternative approaches for the experimental measurement of diffusivities. The advantages and disadvantages of the various techniques have been discussed in detail in our book;5 we therefore present...
here only a few brief comments with emphasis on the more recent developments.

4.1 Macroscopic measurements

The earliest measurements of diffusivities in nanoporous materials were made by following the rates of adsorption (or desorption) under well-controlled initial and boundary conditions (typically a step change in pressure or partial pressure at time zero). For slow systems this approach yields reliable data from which accurate diffusivity values can be extracted. However, when the uptake rate is high it may be strongly affected or even controlled by extraneous processes such as heat transfer or extra-particle mass transfer. Such intrusions are often not obvious, so careful experimentation (for example varying both particle size and sample configuration) is necessary to eliminate these effects.

More recently a wide range of more sophisticated methods such as frequency response, chromatographic methods and the zero length column (ZLC) technique have been introduced in order to avoid such problems. In recent years the ZLC technique (see ref. 59 and pp. 483–500 in ref. 5) has become widely accepted as the method of choice for rapid approximate characterization of the transport properties of nanoporous adsorbents. It offers the advantage that it yields values for the Henry constant, the limiting diffusivity and the surface resistance (if significant) from a single set of measurements carried out over a range of flow rates. It is also easily automated for routine characterization.

However, for fundamental studies of diffusion and transport mechanisms, detailed information can be derived more easily from microscopic measurements, either from measurements of the transient concentration profiles or from measuring the mean square molecular displacement over a known time interval.

4.2 Microimaging

Among the various methods of recording guest molecules in nanoporous materials, the techniques of interference microscopy (IFM) and IR microscopy (IRM) have proved to be particularly well suited for following the evolution of guest concentrations during transient uptake and release.

Their principles of operation make these two techniques complementary to each other. IRM is based on the analysis of the IR absorption spectra recorded by the individual elements of a “focal plane array” detector allowing spatial resolutions down to 2.7 µm x 2.7 µm in ideal cases but, more realistically, in the range of 5 to 10 µm. Depending on the number of characteristic bands accessible in these spectra, various components may be recorded separately from each other. Such a distinction is not provided by IFM which, however, is able to attain much better spatial resolution (≈ 0.5 µm). With reference to Section 2, the concentrations thus recorded correspond with the profiles shown in Fig. 3 notably deviate from their equilibrium values of the surface permeability. The result of a systematic study of Fig. 3 exemplifies the potential of IFM showing the concentration profiles thus recorded during molecular uptake (left) and release (right) along the 8-ring channels of zeolite ferrierite initiated by pressure steps between 5 and 10 mbar (top) and 0 and 40 mbar (middle) in the surrounding atmosphere of methanol.

The unified presentations of uptake and release in Fig. 3(e) (bottom left) for the small pressure step and in Fig. 3(f) (bottom right) for the large pressure step highlight a most significant difference on comparing uptake and release. While the respective curves for uptake and release are essentially reversible for the small pressure step, they are seen to differ dramatically from each other for the large pressure step. With reference to eqn (3) and (4), this difference may easily be attributed to the change in the character of the differential equation. For the small pressure step the diffusivity may be assumed to remain constant, with Fick’s law becoming, in the form of eqn (4), a linear, homogeneous equation. In this case, the sum of two solutions (e.g. those of uptake and release over the same pressure step) is once again a solution (in the given case constancy, corresponding with the overall behavior during tracer exchange). This is not the case for concentration dependent diffusivities. In the common case of transport diffusivities increasing with increasing loading, uptake is found to occur at a notably faster rate than desorption. The presentations of Fig. 3(e) and (f) nicely illustrate that desorption over the large pressure step remains essentially unchanged, being controlled by the magnitude of the diffusivity in the range of small concentrations. Exactly this property has been exploited already many years ago for the determination of the limiting diffusivities at zero loading from macroscopic sorption curves.

During uptake and release, the boundary concentrations of the profiles shown in Fig. 3 notably deviate from their equilibrium values. With eqn (18), differences between actual and equilibrium loading indicate the existence of surface barriers, resulting in finite values of the surface permeability. The result of a systematic study...
of surface permeabilities for propene in AlPO–LTA is shown in Fig. 4. We note that the permeabilities determined during ad- and desorption agree with each other as expected. There is, moreover, a remarkable similarity between the concentration dependence of the intracrystalline diffusivities and that of the surface permeabilities. The diffusivity-to-permeability ratio for a given crystal is found to remain constant although, with varying concentration, both quantities vary over close to two orders of magnitude. A similarly remarkable constancy of the diffusivity-to-permeability ratio was also found for light n-alkanes in Zn(tbip). As a consequence, both intracrystalline diffusion and surface permeation must be controlled, at least for these systems, by identical limiting steps. Exactly this would be expected if the surface barrier is caused by an essentially impermeable layer with widely dispersed holes. For a three-dimensional pore lattice, in this case by effective medium theory the surface permeability could be estimated as

$$\alpha = \frac{d}{L^2} D$$

with $d$ and $L$ denoting the diameter and distance of these holes.

The possibility that intracrystalline barriers might be of a similar nature straightforwardly explains why, for many different systems, the diffusivities deduced from “macroscopic” (e.g. uptake) and “microscopic” measurement (with displacements shorter than the barrier spacing) were found to follow similar trends (with, e.g., similar activation energies), though often differing significantly in their absolute values. Inserting $\alpha$ from eqn (30) into eqn (19), the overall diffusivity as observable by “macroscopic” measurement is immediately seen to be
proportional to the “microscopic” diffusivity, reduced by a factor determined by the size and distance between the “holes” and the barrier spacing.

Fig. 5 illustrates how the potential of IRM may be exploited for the in situ observation of the evolution of the concentration of the various components involved in a chemical reaction.\textsuperscript{83} By simultaneously recording conversion and reaction, IRM offers unprecedented potential for the purposeful fabrication of transport-optimized catalysts.\textsuperscript{84} With the given temperature range from room temperature up to about 100 °C, hydrogenation of benzene to cyclohexane catalyzed by finely dispersed nickel proved to be a most convenient test reaction. The use of nanoporous glass as a carrier material\textsuperscript{85} was suggested by its repeated successful application as a standard host material in diffusion studies, including the experimental proof of the ergodic theorem\textsuperscript{86} for normal diffusion\textsuperscript{87} and of the compatibility between micro- and macroscopic measurements.\textsuperscript{88} The glass is applied as a thin platelet, with top and bottom faces sealed with a silica layer.\textsuperscript{89} As a consequence, uptake and release took place on only the platelet edges. The profiles are recorded perpendicular to these edges. The complete set of profiles for the measurement at 75 °C is shown in Fig. 6.

As a remarkable feature of the results for the given temperature, benzene is seen to enter the catalyst carrier with its diffusion front propagating already over a substantial distance before a considerable part of it is converted into cyclohexane. The benzene profiles are thus seen to approach already their final shape while there is still an appreciable increase in cyclohexane concentration. The final shape of the profiles is determined by the requirement
that the rates of benzene uptake, cyclohexane release and conversion from benzene to cyclohexane are consistent. With the experimental data, under the considered conditions the system is seen to have eventually attained this stage after about one hour.

The full lines show the best fit of the solution of eqn (12) to the experimental data. The agreement is seen to be already quite satisfactory, irrespective of the simplifying assumption that the diffusivities of both components coincide and that, moreover, any concentration dependence has been neglected.

Most importantly, the area under the finally attained concentration profile of benzene, the reactant profile, is seen to represent the effectiveness factor of the reaction under study. Since the pioneering papers by Jüttner,1 Thiele3 and Weisz,90 in a century-old history this key number for the efficiency of catalytic reactions has thus finally become accessible by direct measurement. This type of information would become even more directly accessible by use of a single-element detector for signal recording since, in that case, it is the integral over the different guest concentrations that is recorded. Moreover, by abandoning the option of spatial resolution, the experimental requirements are substantially relaxed quite in general. IR microimaging based on the use of single-element detectors altogether eliminates the existing limitations in microimaging. With the given devices, e.g., time resolution in IRM is limited to minutes – and to tens of seconds in IFM. In IRM, however, by the use of a single-element detector, measurements with time constants of the order of seconds have already become possible.91 Since, in the IR microscope used for these studies, light is focused into the focal plane under an angle of about 16° towards observation direction (rather than in observation direction, see e.g. ESI to ref. 72), spatial resolution deteriorates with increasing sample thickness. Close to particle boundaries, moreover, an increasing region becomes inaccessible by reliable observation. This is indicated in Fig. 6 by the data points in grey.

4.3 Pulsed field gradient NMR

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is based on the fact that nuclei generally possess both a magnetic moment and a moment of inertia. Under the influence of a magnetic field \(B\), nuclei in their quasi-classical interpretation – as for a gyroscope under the influence of gravity – may thus be expected to perform a rotational (“precessional”) motion with an angular frequency

\[ \omega = \gamma B \]  

around the direction of the magnetic field. \(\gamma\) is a characteristic quantity of the given nucleus, referred to as the gyromagnetic ratio. The superposition of the rotation of many nuclei (“nuclear spins”) gives rise to a rotating macroscopic magnetization. This induces a voltage in a surrounding coil which is recorded as the NMR signal at a resonance frequency as given by eqn (31).

In the pulsed field gradient (PFG) technique of NMR, a constant magnetic field \(B_0\) is superimposed, over two short time intervals \(\delta\) of separation \(t\), by an additional, inhomogeneous field \(B_{add} = gx\), the so-called field gradients. Inserting \(B = B_0 + B_{add} = B_0 + gx\) into eqn (31) yields

\[ \omega = \gamma B_0 + \gamma gx. \]  

Since the intensity \(f(\omega)\) of the NMR signal at frequency \(\omega\) is proportional to the number of nuclei (and hence, of the molecules, to which these nuclei belong) with this particular resonance frequency, with eqn (32) the frequency dependence \(f(\omega)\) of the NMR signal is immediately transferred into the distribution function of the nuclear spins under study in the \(x\) direction. Being focused on protons, the nuclei of hydrogen, and, thus, on all hydrogen-containing molecules, notably water, the correspondence between the frequency dependence of the NMR signal and the distribution of water molecules in the body of a patient under study is exploited in magnetic resonance tomography (MRT92), one of the most powerful tools in medical imaging.

In PFG NMR one exploits the fact that a shift over a distance \(x\) (in the \(x\) direction) during the time interval \(t\) between the two sequential gradient pulses, leads to a difference in the angular frequencies during the two gradient pulses. With eqn (32) this difference is easily seen to be equal to \(\gamma gx\) (where now \(x\) stands for the displacement rather than the location). Under equilibrium conditions, as usually considered in PFG NMR studies, molecular displacements must be zero on average. Particle shifts over a distance \(x\) thus give rise to a phase shift (relative to the mean direction of nuclear magnetization) which simply results as the product of the difference in the angular frequencies, \(\gamma gx\), and the time span \(\delta\) during which the two field gradient pulses are applied. Just as in normal vector addition, such spins contribute to overall magnetization only with the cosine of the phase shift. Overall signal attenuation may therefore be expressed in the form

\[ \psi(g\delta, t) = S(g\delta, t) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} P(x, t) \cos(\gamma gx\delta) dz \]  

where the quantities \(S(g\delta, t)\) and \(S(0)\) stand for the NMR signal intensity with and without field gradient pulses. In \(P(x, t)\) we recognize the so-called propagator, already introduced in Section 2. It stands for the probability (density) that, during time \(t\), an arbitrarily selected molecule (here, more specifically, the considered nuclear spin, in our case generally of protons) is shifted over a distance \(x\) in the direction of the magnetic field gradient. It might be worthwhile to mention that the interaction energy between the magnetic field and the nuclear spins under study is negligibly small in comparison with the thermal energy.5,93 “Labelling” by considering the precessional phases therefore has no effect on the microdynamics of the system.

Implying normal diffusion, by inserting the expression given by eqn (5) into eqn (33), the PFG NMR signal attenuation is found to be

\[ \psi(g\delta, t) = \exp(-\gamma^2 g^2 \delta^2 Dt) = \exp(-\gamma^2 g^2 \delta^2 \langle x^2(t) \rangle/2). \]  

(34)
The latter equality follows by use of the Einstein relation, eqn (7). The option of varying the time span between the two field gradients (typically from milliseconds up to seconds) offers the unique possibility of PFG NMR to follow mean molecular displacements from (under favorable conditions) about 100 nm up to tens of micrometers.

Fig. 7 shows how this possibility can be exploited to demonstrate the existence of internal barriers in the bulk phase of an MFI-type zeolite. The full lines show that the observed behavior would be fully compatible with the existence of additional barriers within the zeolite bulk phase, with a spacing of 3 µm and with an activation energy for crossing these barriers exceeding that of intracrystalline diffusion by 21.5 kJ mol\(^{-1}\).

Fig. 8 introduces PFG NMR into the options for probing transport enhancement in hierarchical pore structures. With propane as a probe molecule, the presence of the mesopores in mesoporous zeolite LTA is seen to dramatically enhance the efficiency of mass transfer. The diffusivities remain, within the considered time spans from 20 to 200 ms, unaffected by a variation of the observation time – as expected for normal diffusion. Via eqn (7), the molecular displacements covered in this study are estimated to range from 200 nm (purely microporous species, shortest observation time) up to 10 µm (largest mesoporosity, largest observation time). With the diffusivity data for purely microporous LTA (see also ref. 98) and gas kinetic approaches of the mesopore diffusivity based on the adsorption isotherm and the pore size distribution function, eqn (8) (with \(i\) referring to, respectively, the microporous and mesoporous phases) proved to serve as a reasonable estimate of the experimentally determined self-diffusivities. PFG NMR thus provides clear evidence that mass transfer of propane in hierarchical zeolite LTA obeys the fast-exchange condition, \(\tau_{\text{micro}} \ll \tau_{\text{cryst}}\).

The zeolite sample of hierarchical structure as shown in Fig. 8 has also been used to study mass transfer in the two subspaces with suppressed mutual exchange. In this way, mass transfer in hierarchical zeolite LTA if confined exclusively to micropore space was found to be dramatically decreased in comparison with the purely microporous zeolite. Thus, in situations where mass transfer in the mesopores is excluded by coke deposits, mass transfer in mesoporous samples may become even slower than in the purely microporous samples.

Since PFG NMR usually records displacements well above 100 nm, it will fail, in general, to provide “microscopic” information about mass transfer in hierarchical pore spaces. This becomes in particular true if the extensions \(R_{\text{micro}}\) of the purely microporous phase in the hierarchical material (eqn (23)) are far below the measuring range attainable by PFG NMR. Attaining values of \(R_{\text{micro}}\) as small as possible is clearly one of the main goals of fabricating mesoporous zeolites and related materials, as the prime prerequisite for acceleration of mass transfer under the slow-exchange conditions (eqn (28)). Examples of hierarchical host-guest systems subject to the condition of slow exchange include branched alkanes in mesoporous zeolite MFI and \(n\)-alkanes in mesoporous SAPO-34.
Being sensitive to molecular displacements over a few nanometers, quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS) may become the technique of choice for diffusion measurement over very small distances where PFG NMR fails. Thus, by QENS diffusion studies within the micropores of hierarchical materials, possible differences in comparison with the propagation rate in the purely microporous material would immediately become accessible to measurement. QENS has already been shown to be a highly sensitive tool for measuring both self-diffusion (incoherent scattering) and transport diffusion (coherent scattering) in nanoporous materials. In systems where the probe molecules trace essentially the same structural features from nanometers as relevant for QENS up to micrometers as relevant for PFG NMR, both techniques yield consistent information. QENS diffusivities that substantially exceed the PFG NMR values have also been observed for some systems, suggesting the existence of additional resistances with spacing between the two ranges of measurement.

5. Experimental measurement and molecular modelling

5.1 Impact of measurement on theory

Diffusion in nanoporous materials is among the topics which nicely illustrate the mutual benefit of experimental measurement and theoretical prediction. Thus it was probably not by mere coincidence, that the search for possible reasons of the discrepancy between micro- and macroscopic measurements of zeolitic diffusion observed in this time was accompanied by an increasing number of papers dealing with the prediction of intracrystalline diffusivities based on established host–guest and guest–guest interaction potentials. While the information provided by the simulations was helpful in assessing the reliability of the measurement results, notably including the information provided on diffusion anisotropy, the experimental data became, in turn, an important criterion of reliability for the results of molecular modelling. This interrelation still holds true. An example of such cooperative studies is provided by ref. 104 with reference to MD simulations and QENS measurements. No doubt the reliability of theoretical predictions will further increase with the number of systems for which compatibility between the results of measurement and simulation is demonstrated. Generalizing from the results reported so far, one may say that molecular simulations of nanopore diffusion generally work well for relatively open pore systems but often fail for small pore systems where repulsive forces play a dominant role. Improvements in our understanding and ability to model repulsive forces are clearly required before substantial further progress can be achieved for such systems.

As a particular challenge for simulation one may also identify the need for reliable prediction of surface resistances, based on MD simulations of the passage between intra- and intercrystalline spaces. With eqn (21) and (22), transport enhancement is seen to be related with the pursuit of small
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As a phenomenon of non-equilibrium thermodynamics, diffusion in nanoporous materials cannot, in general, be expected to be predictable solely from their adsorption (i.e. equilibrium) properties. It is therefore important to emphasize that, under certain conditions, such predictions are indeed possible, without any need for extensive simulations. This is in particular the case when the individual cages of the pore space are connected through “windows” small enough so that any molecular passage may be assumed to be an “infrequent event” (see, e.g., chapter 9 in ref. 5 and discussion in Section 2). IRT makes it possible to determine both transport diffusivities and self-diffusivities in the same device (by measuring both uptake and release and tracer exchange rates), thus ensuring that the data are directly comparable. An example of such a study is given in the following sub-section.

5.2 Diffusivities predicted from equilibrium adsorption

Fig. 9 provides such a comparison for methanol, ethanol and ethane in crystals of ZIF-8 type MOFs. The data presented show the expected coincidence between corrected and self-diffusivity and are in complete agreement with the predictions of eqn (13), with \( D_0 \equiv D \). We note in particular:

(i) Transport and self-diffusivities approach each other in the limit of small concentration, as is required since any distinction between equilibrium and non-equilibrium phenomena becomes meaningless for negligible guest–guest interaction.

(ii) Differently shaped isotherms (methanol: S-shaped; ethane: Langmuir type) yield different values for the thermodynamic correction factors \( \frac{d \ln p}{d \ln c} \). Thus the transport diffusivity is smaller (methanol) or larger (ethane) than the self-diffusivity over essentially the whole range of concentrations covered. With ethanol the transport diffusivity is found to be smaller for low and larger for high concentrations. The influence of mutual attraction of the guest molecules at low loadings is thus seen to be over-compensated by their competition for free space at high concentrations.

(iii) At the upper limit of the considered range of loadings, the transport diffusivities of both ethane and ethanol are found to decrease. According to eqn (13), the contribution of the thermodynamic factor would lead to transport diffusivities increasing rather than decreasing with increasing concentration. The influence of the thermodynamic factor on the transport diffusivity is thus seen to be overcompensated by the loading dependence of the corrected (or self-) diffusivity.

(iv) Similar observations have recently been made with short-length hydrocarbons in SAPO-34. Such a behavior might be caused by guest-induced lattice variations which are well known to occur with nanoporous materials.

Considering the passage through the windows between adjacent cavities as an “infrequent event”, by following the classical theory of absolute reaction rates, the mean jump rate out of a cage into an adjacent one is easily seen to obey the simple proportionality

\[
\frac{1}{\tau(c)} \propto \frac{\rho(c)}{c}, \quad (35)
\]

with guest pressure \( p \) and guest concentration \( c \) correlated by the adsorption isotherm. Exceeding the message of Fig. 9, which demonstrates compatibility between self- and transport diffusion, eqn (35) even allows prediction of the concentration dependence of either of the diffusivities on the basis of solely the adsorption isotherms.

Eqn (35) holds also under conditions of multicomponent adsorption, now with the pressure \( p(c_1, \ldots c_n) \) becoming a function of the concentrations of all components. By considering the net flux between adjacent cages under the influence of an overall concentration gradient, for a two-component system, e.g., the elements of the diffusion matrix (eqn (11)) may be shown to be given by

\[
D_{ij} = \frac{\partial p_i}{\partial c_j} \quad (36)
\]

where the proportionality factor \( \alpha \) is equal to the zero-loading diffusivity divided by the Henry constant.

5.3 “Uphill” diffusion and overshooting

In recent uptake studies of light hydrocarbons by DDR-type zeolites it has been demonstrated that IFM may even be applied to selectively record concentration profiles during multicomponent adsorption provided that there is a sufficiently large difference between the diffusivities of the various components. These options are illustrated in further detail in Fig. 10 which shows the profiles measured during the adsorption of mixtures of propene/ethane and ethane/CO\(_\text{2}\). During the measurement of propene and ethane profiles (top figures), on account of its very slow diffusion, the propene concentration profile may be assumed to remain invariant during the uptake of ethane. Fig. 10(b) shows the ethane profiles during uptake under the influence of an external ethane atmosphere. Prior to the experiment the initially empty crystal was exposed to a propene atmosphere for over 7 hours, yielding the concentration profile shown in Fig. 10(a). Remarkably, after about 10 min, when the ethane concentration appears to be essentially uniform over the crystal, ethane continues to enter the pore space, now having to diffuse “uphill”. However, this behavior becomes immediately understandable when one considers the gradient of chemical potential which depends on the concentrations of both components. Although at this point in time the concentration of ethane is essentially uniform, as a result of the presence of propene, there is still a gradient of chemical potential towards the center of the crystal, so ethane continues to diffuse in that direction leading to an “overshoot” in the ethane loading (i.e. a transient concentration in excess of the equilibrium level). This phenomenon is well known since the classical studies of Habgood and see also ref. 91 and 121) but it was only with the introduction of microimaging that uphill fluxes could be recorded directly.

Over longer time spans, propene equilibrates throughout the pore space so that, with decreasing slope in the propene concentration, the gradient of chemical potential for ethane is reversed, with the result that the ethane flux is also reversed and the ethane concentration decreases to its equilibrium value. As a result of
the very low diffusivity of propene, experiments on the required
time scale would take too long for practical studies. Experiments
of this type, however, are possible by considering the uptake of
CO₂-ethane mixtures, with ethane now as the “slow” component.
In fact, with diffusivities in the range of $10^{-9}$ m² s⁻¹ and
above, CO₂ may be assumed to equilibrate essentially instan-
taneously, reaching its equilibrium concentration as determined
by the (external) gas pressure of CO₂ and the local ethane
concentration. In this way, by correlating the respective partial
pressures and concentrations via the Ideal Adsorption Solution
theory, once again the concentration of both components
may be determined separately from each other. Already for
the very first profiles, the situation shown in Fig. 10(c) and (d) is
similar to the situation shown by the last profile in Fig. 10(b).
Thus, the entire process from the initial pressure change until
final equilibration has now become accessible to direct
observation.

Fig. 11 demonstrates that the simple approximations provided
by eqn (35) and (36) provide a reasonable prediction of the
experimental data. In fact, the small differences between theory
and experiment might even be explained by structural imper-
fections in the DDR crystal.

6. Mass transfer in catalytic and
separation processes
To illustrate the practical importance of modelling diffusion
processes we present two representative examples, one of a
catalytic process and the other a membrane separation.

6.1 Catalytic cracking over zeolite Y
Catalytic cracking of linear hydrocarbons is generally carried
out over a catalyst containing steam stabilized zeolite Y, often
as a mixture of hydrogen and rare earth forms. The catalyst particles are typically of about 50–70 μm diameter, formed from zeolite crystals (1–2 μm) aggregated with a clay binder. The extent to which this important reaction is influenced by micropore and macropore diffusion was investigated by Kortunov et al.6,15 Fig. 12(a) shows PFG NMR measurements of both intracrystalline and intraparticle diffusivities for n-octane. At 300 K these diffusivities are of similar magnitude but since the effective activation energy for macropore diffusion (approximately equal to the heat of adsorption) is higher than the activation energy for intracrystalline diffusion (≈ 33 kJ mol⁻¹), at the reaction temperature (≈ 800 K) the intraparticle diffusivity is about a hundred times greater than the intracrystalline diffusivity. However, the relative importance of intraparticle and intracrystalline diffusion (with the respective diffusivities \(D_{\text{macro}}\) and \(D_{\text{micro}}\)) depends on the ratio of the Thiele moduli for particle and crystal (\(\phi_p\) and \(\phi_c\)) which is given by:

\[
\frac{\phi_p}{\phi_c} = \frac{R_p}{r_c} \sqrt{\frac{D_{\text{micro}}}{D_{\text{macro}}}}
\]

with \(R_p/r_c \approx 50\) and \(D_{\text{macro}}/D_{\text{micro}} \approx 100\) this gives \(\phi_p/\phi_c \approx 5\) suggesting that the diffusional resistance at the particle scale is more important than intracrystalline diffusion.

Fig. 12(b) shows the variation in conversion with intraparticle diffusivity for four different zeolite Y based catalysts of similar particle size, operated at the same temperature (803 K), feed composition and space time. The improvement in performance with increasing intraparticle diffusivities is clearly apparent and provides convincing evidence of intraparticle diffusion limitation under reaction conditions.

6.2 Separation by permeation through a silicalite membrane

As a second example we refer to the perm-selective separation of \(\text{CH}_4/\text{C}_2\text{H}_6\) mixture using a supported silicalite membrane, studied by van de Graaf et al.124 Their experimental data (flux and selectivity vs. feed composition) are shown in Fig. 13 together with the theoretical curves calculated from the Maxwell–Stefan model (eqn (16)). The equilibrium isotherm is represented by the extended Langmuir model with parameters derived from the single component data. The \(D_0\) values are also obtained.
from single component data and the mutual diffusivities \((D_{ij})\) are estimated from the single component diffusivities using the Vignes correlation.\(^{35}\) It is clear that the theoretical curves calculated in this way provide an excellent representation of the observed performance of the membrane. Also shown in Fig. 13 are the theoretical curves calculated from the simplified Habgood model\(^{119,120}\) in which the cross coefficient terms are neglected \((D_{ij} \rightarrow \infty)\). For many small pore systems this model provides a satisfactory approximation but it is evident that this is not true for this system. This is not surprising since the nominal pore diameter of silicalite (\(\approx 0.6\) nm) is significantly greater than the molecular diameters of both ethane and methane.

7. Perspectives

Provided that there are no significant convective flows, transport in a uniform or statistically uniform nanoporous structure can generally be accurately described by the Fickian model. However, since the fundamental driving force for diffusive transport is the gradient of chemical potential, conformity with Fick’s equations with a constant diffusivity is observed only when the relationship between concentration and thermodynamic activity is linear \((\text{i.e.} \text{within the Henry’s law region})\). In that situation transport and self-diffusivities are numerically equal. When the equilibrium isotherm is non-linear the Fickian model still applies but the diffusivity becomes a function of concentration. The pattern of concentration dependence is determined mainly by the form of the equilibrium isotherm. For a favorable \((\text{Type 1})\) isotherm the transport diffusivity is greater than the self-diffusivity and increases with concentration due to the increasing thermodynamic factor. The inverse of this pattern is observed if the isotherm is unfavorable \((\text{Type 3})\) but this is relatively uncommon. For small pore systems the thermodynamically corrected diffusivity is approximately equal to the self-diffusivity. Its concentration dependence is less pronounced than that of the transport diffusivity. With increasing pore sizes, both the corrected and self-diffusivities (now generally deviating from each other) may follow quite different patterns of concentration dependence\(^{28,29,103}\) often in conformity with the Reed-Ehrlich model.\(^{125}\)

Surface barriers are common, especially in small crystals (as a consequence of the increased area/volume ratio). In many cases they appear to arise from the complete blocking of the entrances to many of the pores, rather than from partial obstruction of the entrances or a decrease in pore diameter near the surface. For such systems the activation energies of the surface permeability and the internal diffusivity are the same and the ratio of these two resistances is independent of concentration and the same for different probe molecules. The modelling of systems in which both surface and internal resistances are important requires only a modification of the surface boundary condition \(\text{as noted by Crank}^{13}\).

Internal barriers are also quite common and are generally attributable to dislocation of the pores by structural defects. The Fickian model can also be used to describe such systems but the apparent diffusivity depends on the scale of the measurements. The true “micropore” diffusivity characteristic of the ideal pore system will be observed only at length scales substantially smaller than the average distance between barriers. If the scale of the measurement is large relative to the barrier spacing the apparent diffusivity approximately follows the reciprocal addition rule \((\text{eqn (19)})\).

Commercial catalysts and adsorbents generally consist of small microporous crystals formed into a macro/mesoporous pellet. The transport behavior of such materials can usually be represented by the dual resistance diffusion model\(^{15,46}\) and the relative importance of the macro- and microscale resistances depends on the ratio of the diffusional time constants. The Fickian model can also be applied to more complex hierarchical pore systems, provided that the rate of interchange between the regions is sufficiently rapid. When the exchange rate is slow the Fickian model will no longer apply and there may be no alternative to molecular simulation.

PFG NMR offers the unique advantage that the length scale of the measurement can be adjusted arbitrarily over a wide range \((100 \text{ nm} – 100 \mu\text{m})\), thus making it possible to detect the presence of internal barriers and, under favorable conditions, to determine both the micro- and macroscale diffusivities in a hierarchical pore structure. Microimaging techniques, especially interference microscopy, allow direct measurement of the transient concentration profiles thus allowing more complex systems to be studied in detail. However, such techniques are time consuming and therefore unsuitable for routine characterization. For that purpose the ZLC technique has found increasing acceptance as the method of choice.

The Fickian theory and indeed the experimental techniques noted here all assume an isothermal system. This is always fulfilled for self-diffusion but, since heats of adsorption are often quite large, this condition may be violated in uptake rate or transient profile measurements. Simple calculations\(^{126}\) show that for measurements with a single crystal (or a few isolated crystals) heat transfer is always sufficiently rapid, even under stagnant conditions, to validate the isothermal approximation. However, this is not necessarily true for larger samples and for measurements with pelleted adsorbents. For such systems it is important to check carefully for the intrusion of heat effects since such intrusion is not always obvious from the shape of the uptake curve or the concentration profile.

Performance enhancement by reducing the diffusional resistance is presently leading to a new generation of nanoporous materials accommodating complex, integrated pore networks. Overall mass transfer in such systems obviously depends on a multitude of parameters, being determined by the geometry of the pore space and the host-guest interaction as a function of this geometry and surface chemistry. Thus, depending on the nature of the guest molecule under consideration, different ranges within the porous materials may contribute quite differently to overall molecular transport.

Quantitation of these contributions by experimental measurement is among the challenges of current research. Such efforts
should benefit from the synergy attainable by combining the information provided by the microscopic techniques of single-particle tracking \(^1\)–\(^6\),\(^8\),\(^7\),\(^12\) and of ensemble measurement such as Quasi-Elastic Neutron Scattering,\(^10\)–\(^14\) PFG NMR and microimaging. More extensive measurements of these kinds are also needed to validate the theoretical predictions from molecular simulations. Just as theoretical modelling is indispensable for comprehensive understanding and for suggesting new approaches to performance enhancement, the value of any theoretical prediction becomes questionable if it is not verified experimentally.
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